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Cells and Tissues: A Three-Dimensional Approach by Modern Techniques in
Microscopy is a compilation ofindividual efforts presented at the Eighth International
Symposium on Morphological Sciences held in Rome, Italy, July 10-15, 1988. The
book, volume 295 in a series entitled Progress in Clinical and Biological Research, is an
impressive collection of electron micrographs of a multitude of tissue cell types.
Dedicated to presenting the ultra-morphology of cells with an emphasis on three-
dimensional structure, most of the illustrations displayed and techniques discussed
focus on scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
The first major section ofCells and Tissues, called "The Cell," considers someofthe
latest methods being employed in electron microscopy. Techniques discussed include a
freeze-fracture preparation to study interphase chromatin structure, a new "fracture-
flip" method to study the topochemistry ofcell surfaces, and color laser for analysis of
chromosomal structure. The volume is organized into sections consisting of six to 19
articles, placed under one of the following broad system headings: Connective and
Muscle Tissues (eight articles), Respiratory and Urinary Systems (eight articles),
Glands and Development ( 1 articles), Digestive Tract (six articles), Neuroendocrine,
Cardiocirculatory, and Immune Systems (19 articles), and Eye and Ear (seven
articles). The last section of the volume considers the future of microscopy with
interesting topics such as the use ofcolored SEM pictures in teaching anatomy, the use
ofSEM in clinics, and that ofvarious techniques on the horizon.
The strength of this book lies in its high-quality original illustrations. Some of the
more intriguing photomicrographs are found in the gastrointestinal section, featuring
SEMs of tongue stereo architecture, corrosion casts of gastric microcirculation, and
ganglion plexuses in the small intestine. Indeed, Cells and Tissues captures the magic
of scanning electron microscopy by bringing the reader close enough to subcellular
structures so that he or she can almost "feel" their dimensionality.
Unfortunately, the text of Cells and Tissues consists ofseparate articles that do not
flow freely together. The differing typefaces used in each article and the obvious
corrections in onegive thebook an unprofessional appearance. Moreover, a few articles
include run-on sentences, while others arewritten in a somewhat choppy style. Perhaps
some ofthese problems are to be expected when a single English text is compiled from
the works oftwo hundred authors around the world.
As far as presenting an abundance of information on the subject of cellular
ultrastructure, Cells and Tissues is perhaps the most comprehensive text available; it
should prove an invaluable source for researchers and lecturers on cell biology and
histology. If one believes that the old adage "One picture is worth a thousand words"
(or even a coupleofhundred) is true, then Cells and Tissues mayvery well be worth its
$165.00 price.
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